
RELATED AGREEME!'IT

111isRelated Agreement ("Rdated Agreement") is made and entered into as of
this __ day of , 1999, by and between Scl1ling Defendants and Settling Plaintiffs in
conjunction with the Settlement Agreement that the panics have executed or will execute in
settling the consolidated actions known as 10 re Ho!ocauS! Vjctim Assets, Master Docket CV -96
4849 (ED.N.Y.) ("Settlement Agreement").

I. Capiralized terms in this Related Agreement shall have the meanings assigned
to them in the Seroement Agreement.

2. Settling Plaintiffs shall use their best efforts to obtain the written endorsements
of the Agudath Israel World Organization, Alliance Israelite Universelle, the American
Gathering/Federation of Jewish Holocaust Survivors; the American Jewish Cornrninee, the
American Iewish Congress. the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, the Anti
Defamation League, B'nai B'rith Intemauonai, the Centre ofOrganizations of Holocaust
Survivors in Israel. the Conference ofJewishMaterial Claims Against Gcnnany, the Council of
Jews from Germany, the European Council of Jewish Communities. the Holocaust.Educational
Trost, the Jewish Agency for Israel, the Simon Wei~ntha1Center. the World Jewish.Congress,
and the World Zionist Organization in the form of Exhibit I hereto within twenty (20) days after
the panics execute the Settlement Agreement.

3. IfSettling Plaintiffs obtain the endorsements of all of the organizations listed
in paragraph2 above within thetwenty-<1ayperiodspecified, theSettlement Agreement will
become effe:ctive immediately upoll Settling Plaintiffs'wrinennotification to Settling
Defendants of this fact. If Settling Plaintiffs fail to obtain theendorsements of all ofthe
organizations listed in paragraph 2 above within the applicable twenty-day period: (a) Settling
Defendants at their sole discretion may declare that the Settlement Agreement shall not become
effective; and (b) Settling Plaintiffs and Settling Defendants will resume their negotiations in a
good- faith effon to resolve the issue.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have executed this Related Agreement lIS of
the date first written above.



EXHJBJI 1

hereby:

I. endorses the Scnlernent Agreement entered to resolve the consolidated actions
known as 10 TeHolocaust VjC1jm Assets. Master Docket CY·96-4849 (E.D.N.Y.) ('"Scalemen!
Agreement"). as a fair. adequate, and reasonable settlement;

2. affirms that the Settlement Agreement brings about complete closure and an
end to confrontation with respect to the issues dealt with in the settlement;

3. agrees not to make any public statement or take any action that would violate
or be inconsistent with this endorsement, including requesting or approving sanctions or
opposing business transactions involving Swiss entities released by the Settlement Agreement
based on conduct covered by the settlement;

4. covenants not to sue. call for suits against. or support suits against any Swiss
entity released by the SenJement Agreement based on conduct covered by the settlement;

5. waives any and aU claims it may have against the Swiss entities released by the
Settlement Agreement based on conduct covered by the settlement; and

6. agrees to be bound by Sections 11 and 12 of the Settlement Agreement as if it
had executed the Settlement Agreement as a Settling Plaintiff.


